Effect of case based learning in understanding clinical biochemistry
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Abstract
Introduction: Case based learning (CBL) is an established method which uses a guided enquiry method of learning. It deals with real world problems or situations. It is more structured and facilitators or instructors play a major role in conducting sessions. CBL can play a substantial role in education of first year medical graduate students. We aimed to measure effect of CBL on academic performance of students and also compare it with lecture method. We did the study using a five point Likert scale by questionnaire method.

Methodology: We randomly selected sixty medical students of first year and divided into two batches. One batch was taught by case based learning method and other by routine lecture method. Both the batches were evaluated by pre and post test. The pre and post test scores for both batches were compared by Student’s t test. The students perception was also studied using a five point Likert scale by questionnaire method.

Results: After CBL method, students had improved scores in evaluation test. The difference between pre and post CBL scores and also post lecture and post CBL scores was statistically significant. Majority of students opined that CBL was useful, interesting and motivating and also better than lecture method in understanding clinical biochemistry topic.

Conclusion: Case based learning is a useful method for clinical biochemistry topics and should be used as a regular method at appropriate places in curriculum of biochemistry.
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1. Introduction

The medical education in India is rapidly progressing and improving since last decade. Establishment of independent medical universities in most of the states has impacted positively on the course of medical teaching. Medical graduation course is of total four and half years duration with one year clinical training in India. First year of this course mainly deals with basic medical science subjects like Anatomy, Physiology and Biochemistry. The subject of biochemistry is a key subject which forms the base of laboratory medicine and includes diagnostic methodology. Clinical biochemistry topics link the basic knowledge with clinical content. Hence, these topics are extremely important in learning process and for practice of medicine in future.

In medical colleges in India, biochemistry is mainly taught by didactic lectures, practicals and tutorials. These are popular teaching methods which can deliver loads of information to the students. The approach of students towards learning depends upon learning styles, environment and context. Main types of learning styles are surface, deep and strategic.1 Deep learning identifies the general principles, integrates material across subjects and relates ideas to evidence. Deep learning can be achieved 1) by forming course objectives which encourage higher intellectual skills, 2) by developing appropriate attitudes, 3) by reducing didactic methods and increasing small group and self directed learning, 4) by interactive approach that encourage questioning, and 5) by developing end of firm assessments that reward deep learning.2 Case based learning (CBL) in context with clinical biochemistry can be an important learning tool to achieve deep learning. Clinical biochemistry integrates basic science with clinical science.

Case based learning addresses all abovementioned pathways to achieve deep learning. It is an established pedagogical method that uses case studies as active learning tools. CBL uses a clinical case or problem or inquiry to stimulate and underpin the acquisition of knowledge, skills and attitudes. CBL uses a guided enquiry method and provides structure during small group sessions. The role of facilitator is also important who assists the students, engages in analysis and helps in arriving at solutions or strategies.3 Case method involves learning by doing and developing analytical and decision making skills which is closely related to learning objectives in clinical biochemistry4.

1.1 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this study was to use CBL as a teaching method and to assess the improvement in academic performance. We also aimed to compare the effectiveness of CBL over didactic lecture method. This is an interventional and comparative study. We aimed to collect the feedback on students’ perception on CBL to include this method in teaching on regular basis.

2. Methodology

This study was carried out in Department of Biochemistry, government medical college, Aurangabad, after obtaining institutional ethical approval. Informed consent was taken from all the participants. Sixty students including males and females were randomly selected from first year medical batch. Then these participants were randomly divided into batches A and B of strength thirty each. For these participants, a clinical biochemistry topic was selected. All the sixty participants were evaluated with pretest in the form of multiple choice questions with one best possible answer related to the topic selected. This score evaluates all participants and is the pre test score for batch A and batch B. Then batch A was divided into five groups of 6 participants each and only these thirty students were presented with a case based on the same clinical biochemistry topic (annexure 1). The batch B remains as a group and undergoes routine lecture method for same topic. The case for batch A was
a clearly defined clinical problem consisting of symptoms and laboratory data. The batch A thirty participants in small groups were given time to identify, discuss and resolve the problem in case. Subsequently they were provided with specific learning objectives (annexure 2) for the case and then facilitators motivated and guided them to discuss the case. The facilitators ensured that all batch A participants were involved in discussion. When these participants began to explore tangents, the facilitators guided with relevant questions to bring them back to main learning objectives. Participants were encouraged to ask the questions. Then batch A and batch B were evaluated with the post test in the form of same set of multiple choice questions. To evaluate participants’ perception towards CBL for batch A, we administered a qualitative questionnaire with Likert scale consisting ten questions (annexure 3). The questionnaire was validated prior to the use by participants. Questions 1-5 were related to the response regarding usefulness of CBL as a learning method, 6-9 to critical thinking, analysis and interpretation of topic and question 10 was related to comparison with lecture method. The response obtained was in terms of strongly agree, agree, no opinion, disagree and strongly disagree.

2.2 Statistical Analysis
The data was analyzed by Graph Pad Prism software. The numerical data of pre and post tests is expressed in terms of mean ± SD. Students’ t test was used to compare the continuous variables between the groups. For pre and post test comparison of batch A and batch B, paired t test was used. For post lecture score and post CBL score comparison, unpaired t test was used. The p value of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Annexure 1:
A 64 year old man reported to medicine opd with complaints of loss of appetite, weakness, malaise, and nausea. He also reported that his eyes were dark yellow since last few weeks, urine was turning deep yellow and stool color was pale. He gave history of previous admission. There was no history of fever, drug intake or alcoholism. His laboratory report was showing:

Blood biochemistry
Total bilirubin 11.2 mg%  Indirect bilirubin 1.4 mg%  Direct bilirubin 9.8 mg%
SGOT 25 IU/L  SGPT 31 IU/L  Serum ALP 210 IU/L

Urine examination:
Bile salts- positive  Bile pigments- positive  Urobilinogen - negative

Annexure 2:
Specific learning objectives:
What are sources of bilirubin?
What are the steps and enzymes involved in hemoglobin breakdown?
How the bile pigments are metabolized?
How bilirubin is transported in plasma?
What is conjugated and unconjugated bilirubin?
What are enzymes involved in conjugation of bilirubin?
What are congenital causes of conjugated and unconjugated hyperbilirubinemia?
What is jaundice and what are causes of prehepatic, hepatic and post hepatic jaundice?
What is physiological jaundice?
How will you comment on these reports?
What is most probable diagnosis?

Annexure 3
Feedback questionnaire
Respond in terms of strongly agree, agree, no opinion, disagree and strongly disagree.
Q 1) In understanding today’s topic, CBL session was very useful.
Q 2) CBL motivated us for learning.
Q 3) Clinical case was relevant to the topic discussed.
Q 4) The clinical case arouse the interest in clinical biochemistry topics.
Q 5) Role of facilitator was important in CBL session.
Q 6) CBL session was important in terms of development of critical thinking.
Q 7) CBL helped to link clinical knowledge with basic biochemistry.
Q 8) CBL helped to interpret the laboratory results.
Q 9) CBL will help in diagnosis in future.
Q 10) CBL is better than lecture method for clinical topic.

3. Results
Table 1 shows comparison of pre and post evaluation test for CBL and table 2 shows the comparison of pre and post evaluation test after lecture method. This comparison shows that post CBL score and post lecture score are improved and both changes are statistically significant. Table 3 shows comparison between post CBL and post lecture score which is extremely statistically significant. Regarding perception of the students, no one thought that CBL session was not useful. Majority of students (73%) opined that CBL was useful in understanding the topic, sessions motivated them for learning and arouse interest in clinical biochemistry topic. Sixty nine % of the students marked “strongly agree” on importance of role of facilitator. Majority of students thought that the case discussion helped them in critical thinking and to link basic knowledge with applied. Majority of students (77%) opined that CBL will help them in diagnosis in future and 83 % students opined that sessions helped them to interpret the results better. Most importantly, 90% of the students felt CBL to be better than lecture method in understanding clinical biochemistry topic.

Table 1: Comparison of pre and post evaluation test for CBL of batch A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre test score of batch A</th>
<th>Post test score of batch A</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCQ evaluation</td>
<td>5.36 ± 1.38</td>
<td>9.32 ± 2.04</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Extremely statistically significant
4. Discussion

Case based learning is an interesting and useful learning method at first year medical graduation level. Based on results of evaluation test, this study shows improved academic performance by the students. In our study, the increase in score in post test after CBL is extremely significant than in post test after lecture method. This makes CBL educationally more valuable. These results are supported by other studies which show improved test scores post CBL session. CBL session in biochemistry is a guided enquiry method in which students face case scenario. The students have to think, define, struggle with problem and try to resolve it. This process enhances students’ ability to synthesize, evaluate and apply information and concepts. Other advantages of CBL are that it promote self directed learning, improves decision making and problem solving attitude. Overall outcome of this process is that it allows students to undergo meaningful learning. Meaningful learning involves acquisition of knowledge that can be stored and accessed from many different starting points. Also, students have to integrate well with other knowledge areas. Another important outcome of this exercise is faculty training and development which strengthen the quality of teaching in future. This allows faculty to grow as academicians. The drawback of this method at first year level may be that teaching style may not accurately match the learner stage. The learner at this level is dependent and interested and role of teacher in CBL is more of a facilitator. Also, first year students are not thoroughly aware of pathology and medicine aspects of a clinical case. Hence all the aspects of a clinical case cannot be discussed at this level. Hence, formulating cases appropriately and stating specific learning objectives is challenging and crucial at first year stage. To summarize, we implemented a newer method of teaching with positive and encouraging results.

The results of this study showed that CBL is motivating, interesting and helps in critical thinking. Regarding clinical biochemistry topic, CBL can link clinical knowledge with basic biochemistry, helps in interpretation of laboratory results and is better than lecture method.

5. Conclusion

We conclude by saying that in understanding clinical biochemistry topic, case based learning is more effective than lecture method and should be used as a routine method at appropriate places in teaching the subject of Biochemistry. We should implement any new method of teaching method that can create interest among students about learning meaningfully and make them better medical professionals. We also conclude that many reforms are needed in Indian medical education system for better healthcare.

Limitation of the study

The limitation of this study is that CBL session was conducted for only one topic as extensive preplanning and faculty training is required for such exercise. We suggest larger study with appropriate cases in entire curriculum of biochemistry and studying its effect.
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